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A lifetime of formation, an instant of realisation – MAGNET is a new collaboration of old friends, music created in 
a moment that tells the story of 20 years. MAGNET gathers kindred spirits from different sides of the world, draws 
breath from four different but intertwined musical lives, then exhales with one set of lungs, a music of immediate 
and raw beauty, bristling with humour and brawn, overflowing with grace and ferocious, unbridled beauty. !
Guitarist and composer Stephen Magnusson is a musician at the height of his powers. From the precocious 
virtuoso who dazzled the music world when he crashed onto the scene, to a musician so mature, complete and 
respected that when people talk of an “Australian sound” of instrumental music, it is Magnusson’s influence – his 
tone, his touch, his compositional watermark and his deep sensitivity – that they hear. 
 	

Magnusson gathers with him some of the most inspiring music makers in this remarkable quartet. Argentinean 
drummer Sergio Beresovsky is a startling player, an irresistible force, who ignites the music with crackling invention 
and uninhibited creativity. Vocalist Carl Pannuzzo is primal and beautiful, uncut and angelic, by turns embedded 
within the ensemble sound and soaring above it with overwhelming emotion. Finally, Eugene Ball on trumpet is a 
revelation of poise and ravishing eloquence; his improvising is compositional and adventurous, always 
impeccable in its wisdom and restraint, and thrilling in its instrumental mastery. 
MAGNET released their self titled Album in 2012 with an Australian tour to rave reviews and were awarded the 
Bell award for Best Contemporary Jazz Album 2012.  
“The hallmarks of Magnusson’s art are starlit enchantment one moment, scorching intensity the next.” Sydney 
Morning Herald 	

MAGNET is a family, a culture, and a collective expression of four musicians who have grown together and 
speak a common language. MAGNET is a history of brothers, the virtue of practice, the depth of musicality and 
the joy of adventure in one moment of sound. As that moment evolves, the MAGNET music - deep, important 
and beautiful - writes its own story. !!

MAGNET – left to right – Eugene Ball – trumpet, Sergio Beresovsky - drums, Stephen Magnusson – guitar, Carl Pannuzzo - vocals
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STEPHEN MAGNUSSON 
Stephen Magnusson is considered one of Australia’s most accomplished, versatile and distinct 
musicians with incredible technique and an astoundingly beautiful tone. His hectic schedule shows 
that he is a delight to work with and someone that has ‘something to say’ in the world of 
improvised music. 
 
He was given his first ukulele at 3, his first guitar at 6 and began performing at 10 on an 
electric guitar that he loaned from his schoolteacher. At 13, he started to study under the 
guidance of Gordon Pendleton at the Box Hill Tafe and discovered the world of improvised music.  
 
In 1986, he studied at the esteemed Victorian College of the Arts under the supervision of some of 
Australia’s finest musicians - Tony Gould, Bob Sedergreen and Mike Doyle. Here he expanded his 
practice regime and playing. He joined various bands playing numerous styles and developed an 
understanding of different methods. But, his main focus remained, to develop and hone the craft of 
mastering the guitar.  
 
He travelled to Europe and lived there and after being appointed on the staff at The Academy of 
Contemporary Music (Zurich) in 1997, Stephen met his long time collaborator – Sergio Beresovsky. 
They began to perform regularly with Swedish bassist – Bjorn Meyer and in the July of the same 
year, Australian saxophonist Julien Wilson travelled to meet and play with the trio. After the 
first week of playing, they formed SNAG and produced a self-titled album (released in Australia 
‘Hey Guess What’). 
 
After 3 years of living in Zurich, Stephen returned to Melbourne in August 2000. He entered the 
National Jazz Award at Wangaratta Jazz and Blues Festival, were he tied for First Palace amongst 
much controversy. At this festival he performed with his trio featuring Sergio and Eugene Ball. 
This recorded result is captured on the CD 'Healing Songs’. 
 
He has worked with many artists including Charlie Haden, Meshell Ndegeocello, Ricki Lee Jones, 
Sinead O’Connor, John Cale, Gurrumul Yunupingu, Paul Grabowsky, Vince Jones, Katie Noonan, Lisa 
Young, Christine Sullivan, Michelle Nicole, Martin Breeze, The Assumptions Trio, Megan Washington, 
Paul Kelly, Jim Black, Mike Nock, Barney McAll, Enrico Rava, Arthur Blythe and many others. As a 
part of the Katie Noonan trio Elixir, the ensemble won the ARIA for Best Jazz Album in 2011. 
 
Stephen is about to embark on a journey concentrating on writing for his trio MAG featuring Dave 
Beck and Frank DiSario, with whom he also has a duo. Stephen’s latest quartet MAGNET - Carl 
Pannuzzo, Eugene Ball and Sergio Beresovsky - will release a new album that was recorded as a part 
of Sergio’s visit to Australia to play the Melbourne Jazz Festival in 2011 and will released early 
2012.  

"Magnusson has music in him that is simply astounding"  The Age 

"This guy can really play! ”  Charlie Hunter 

FOR DETAILS REGARDING STEPHEN MAGNUSSON – PLEASE CONTACT KELLIE JAYNE CHAMBERS 
THE ARTISTS BUREAU – KELLIEJAYNE@THEARTISTSBUREAU.COM OR +61 (0) 438 694 533 
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Eugene Ball – Composer, Musical Director, Lecturer, Musician 
As one of Australia’s most active and versatile trumpet players Eugene performs 

extensively with groups including the Hoodangers, the Andrea Keller Quartet, the Allan 
Browne Quintet, the Australian Art Orchestra and the Black Arm Band.  As such, Eugene 
has performed at major festivals and venues throughout Australia, Europe, Asia and the 

Americas. !
Freelance performance highlights include appearances with Jamie Cullum (UK),  Satoko 
Fuji (JPN), Wycliff Gordon (USA), Jakob Dinesen (DK),  Paul Grabowsky, Joe Chindamo, 
Mike Nock, Tony Gould, Graham Lyall, Bernie McGann, Don Burrows, John Butler and 

Kate Ceberano. !
Eugene regularly receives commissions for his compositions, and his work as an arranger 

is heard regularly in the theatre, on CD’s and on TV.  In October 2010 Eugene was co-
musical director and arranger for the Melbourne Festival show “7 Songs to Leave 

Behind”, featuring Sinead O’Connor, Rickie Lee Jones, Meshell N’Degeocello and John 
Cale. !

In addition Eugene is a highly sought educator who lectures in trumpet, performance, 
arranging and composition in Melbourne, and has delivered masterclasss and workshops 

throughout Australia and internationally. !
In 2003 Eugene was awarded second place at the Wangarratta Jazz Awards, and was 

finalist in the prestigious Freedman Jazz Fellowship in 2003 and 2006.  He also holds a 
Masters in performance and composition (Melbourne Uni.) for which he received a 

Melbourne Research Scholarship.  In 2008 Eugene was the recipient of the Bell Award for 
his suite The Fool Poet’s Portion that draws influence from the sagas of Scandinavian 

Mythology. 
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Sergio 
Beresovksy 
Sergio Beresovsky was born in Bahia Blanca, 
Argentina and belongs to a rich musical 
movement that has been happening around 
the world for decades. 

He began formally playing clarinet at the age 
of 8 and took up drums at 12. He has also 
played saxophone, piano and guitar over his 
years as a practicing musician.  

His love for free music began early in his life 
and in the 1980’s he began playing in 
numerous Fusion/Jazz/Latin and Experimental 
bands, performing original music and rare 
compositons from Free Form giants including 
Allan Holdsworth, Egberto Gismonti, Keith Jarret 
and Hermeto Pascoal, who he later played 
with in Europe. !
From 1987 until 1990 Sergio lived in Salvador 
Bahia, Brasil where he studied Afro Brasilian 
music and also plays in numerous bands.  

!
Swiss/Brasilian Latin Jazz guitarist Gini Zambelly 
leaded one of these bands -Rumbahiana -. 
This ensemble took part in the 1990`s Sao 
Paulo FREE Jazz Festival and later that year he 
moved to Europe where Sergio has been part 
of many bands, and has played at numerous 
festivals world wide. !
One of his most remarkable musical 
collaborations is shared with Australian 
guitarist Stephen Magnusson. This musical 
kinship began in Europe when they formed 
the thrilling ensemble SNAG, including Julien 
Wilson (tenor saxaphone) and Björn Meyer 
(electric bass). SNAG recorded three 
albums.and toured Europe and Australia. They 
performed at the Wangaratta Jazz Festival 
and Melbourne International Jazz Festival 
where they sharing the program with The 
Zawinul Syndicate, Mark Elias, Bucket Rider 
and Ish Ish. !
This started his affection for Australia musicians 
and has had much collaboration with some 
of its finest players including Sam Keevers, Will 
Guthrie, Eugene Ball and Tim Neal. !
Other past projects for Sergio’s include free 
form duo MOOse created with Icelandic 
guitar phenomenon Robert Reynisson. MOOse 
toured Norway and Germany with Northern 
Alliance and Norwegian singer Heidi Skerve. In 
2003 the two meet Matt Cowan and TREAD 
was born - a trio that combines Free Form 
improvisation and original writing, zapping 
through many different moods, soundscapes 
and grooves. !
Sergio latest projects are with the Australian 
ensemble MAGNET - Stephen Magnusson, 
Eugene Ball and Carl Panuzzo - and in Europe 
with Slingshot - Florian Götte and Ephrem 
Luschinger. Also, he is currently the drummer 
for the Harald Haerter Band, which will tour 
Switzerland in October along with alto 
saxophonist Arthur Blyte and trumpeter Eric 
Truffaz. He has started a unique project 
playing solo guitar - an improvised set with the 
help of electronics and loop devices and 
finally he is working with some musicians in 
Argentina. This project is along with Stephen 
Magnusson and Sergio, they are working with 
old Argentinean friends Pedro Giorlandini on 
Piano and Federico Garcia Del Cerro or Paul 
Dourge on Bass.  !
As they say, no rest for the wicked!
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Carl Pannuzzo is a self-discovered and natural 
conduit of sound and its expression. Through 
voice and a handful of instruments, he maintains an active portal of direct mind 
to matter creativity. Unconventional as a singer, Carl pushes boundaries of 
communication with the voice, realising raw truth beyond words, as a picture 
worth a thousand. A hunger for evolutionary music finds him in the company of 
greats like these. 

Carl Pannuzzo
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The Australian, November 2012 !

... this is a highly inventive album of a completely original new 
music.
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The Sydney Morning Herald - February, 2013 !
“The hallmarks of Magnusson’s art are starlit enchantment one moment, 

scorching intensity the next... a particularly magical album.”
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Rhythms - April, 2013 !

“...it’s jazz at it should be... imaginative, creative, highly original.”
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SIMA - 2012 !
“I heard them... along with Vince Jones, who declared it beautiful. 

And it was.”




